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Thyroid orbitopathy (thyroid associated orbitopathy or Graves’ ophthalmopathy) is a common cause of proptosis, eyelid retraction, orbital congestion, and motility disturbances in adults. Each patient experiences a unique combination of symptoms and signs for an unpredictable duration and with varying severity. Although orbital manifestations typically improve within 2–5 years, these years feel like a century to the extremely uncomfortable and discontented patients. In addition, visual loss due to optic nerve compression occurs. Radiotherapy has a key role in the management of moderate to severe inflammatory symptoms and is effective treatment for optic nerve compromise.

Our understanding of the link between systemic thyroid disease and orbitopathy has expanded greatly over the past 20 years, although the precise pathogenesis remains uncertain. An unknown mechanism allows thyroid antigen to stimulate the immune system and produce antibodies to the thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) receptor and other antigens that alter the release of thyroid hormones. Shared orbit thyroid antigens result in the production of activated T lymphocytes that invade the orbital connective tissue. Orbital fibroblasts proliferate, resulting in increased synthesis and release of glycosaminoglycans. Locally produced cytokines amplify the inflammatory response. This combined cell mediated and humoral response results in inflammatory cell migration and production of oedema in the orbit. The result is thickening of the extraocular muscle and an increase in orbital fat volume. External beam radiation can intervene in this process by arresting the fibroblast proliferation and diminishing the orbital inflammation permanently.

Early signs and symptoms
Symptoms and subtle signs of thyroid orbitopathy (TO) are often present for many years before diagnosis. Common and non-specific symptoms include tearing, irritation, aching, and photophobia. Early signs include conjunctival injection, periorbital puffiness, abnormal tear break up time, superficial punctate keratitis, and elevation of intraocular pressure. Eyelid retraction is a common early feature of hyperthyroidism, but can occur in euthyroid or hypothyroid patients with orbitopathy. The classic stare of bilateral, asymmetric, enlargement of extraocular muscles. Forced duction testing is usually positive as a result of fibrotic contraction. Computed tomography (CT) imaging reveals bilateral, typically asymmetric, enlargement of extraocular muscles.

Dysmotility
Transient diplopia is very common and can progress to constant diplopia. Difficulties with fusion are usually worse in the morning because of fluid accumulation in the muscles that occurs with recumbency. Infiltration with inflammatory cells and fluid is typically followed by fibrosis which may create a permanent motility restriction. The inferior rectus and medial rectus are most commonly involved resulting in non-comitant esotropia or hypotropia, respectively. Forced duction testing is usually positive as a result of fibrotic contraction. In the recent study by Mourits, improvement in motility was the only difference between the group receiving radiation and the sham irradiation group. Twenty five per cent of patients receiving radiation were spared strabismus surgery, but 11/17 had an improvement in the field of binocular vision.

For the vast majority of patients with dysmotility, the patient should be observed for at least 6 months and then offered strabismus surgery when inflammation has subsided and the restrictive component has stabilised.

Proptosis
Proptosis, the classic feature of thyroid orbitopathy, is actually less prevalent than eyelid retraction. It is caused by infiltration of the eye muscles with inflammatory cells and/or an increase in fat volume, resulting in forward displacement of the globe. Proptosis is usually axial and associated with increased resistance to retropropulsion of the globe. Proptosis does not respond to external beam radiation; improvements of only 1–2 mm are typical in our experience. In several published series proptosis improved in 23–51% of patients; in other studies, no significant change in proptosis occurred.

The use of radiotherapy in managing patients with thyroid orbitopathy is controversial. There are widely divergent results from studies of its effectiveness in treating patients and its place in management of thyroid orbitopathy remains uncertain. In this clinical controversy two groups involved in studies exploring the effectiveness of radiotherapy in thyroid orbitopathy discuss their views of the role of radiotherapy in managing patients with thyroid orbitopathy.
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We have used external beam radiation to quieten inflammation so that orbital decompression can be performed in a more timely fashion. No studies have addressed the effectiveness of this combination technique to minimise the duration of the active phase in patients with moderate to severe inflammation. Radiation has no role in the treatment of chronic proptosis.

**Orbital inflammation and congestion**

Some patients with TO experience more significant inflammatory symptoms and signs. Rather than mild conjunctival injection over the recti muscle insertions, interpalpebral chemosis and severe periorbital oedema with erythema develop. Increased orbital volume secondary to inflammation is believed to impede venous outflow, which further aggravates congestion and the resulting proptosis. So, although inflammation and congestion are two distinct processes, they are intimately related.

Acute, severe orbital inflammation is effectively treated with corticosteroids combined with radiotherapy. **Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits of external beam radiation for thyroid orbitopathy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Directly treats the inflammation of thyroid orbitopathy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Can be utilised in the active phase of disease when surgery is not a good option</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Minimises congestion, ache, injection and periorbital oedema</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decreases proptosis and dysmaturation caused by acute inflammation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alleviates visual dysfunction caused by acute optic nerve compression</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The risks of general anaesthesia are eliminated</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No bruising, swelling, or discomfort</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hospitalisation not required</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Safe with minimal side effects in non-diabetic adults</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We do not routinely use pulse intravenous steroids but they have been effectively used by others. We prescribe a starting dose of 80 mg of prednisone. The high dose is maintained for at least 1 week and then tapered slowly over 3 months. Care must be taken to tailor dosing to the individual’s clinical response. Many patients cannot tolerate the side effects of high dose prednisone and/or are unable to be tapered off the medication without recurrence of symptoms and signs. Low dose radiation (20 Gy) is indicated in these patients to counteract inflammation. Prednisone should be continued during the radiation therapy. This combination of corticosteroids and radiation is only effective during the active phase of inflammation so appropriate patient selection is essential.

A recent study by Mourits and colleagues disputes the effectiveness of external beam irradiation for soft tissue inflammation. Thirty patients received radiation and 29 patients were treated with sham irradiation. There was no significant difference in soft tissue inflammation between the two groups at 24 weeks. This study did not treat patients with oral prednisone as we do and did not provide sufficient follow up information.

**Optic neuropathy**

The optic nerve has a serpiginous course that allows for several millimetres of proptosis before compromise of optic nerve function. Proposis, then, serves a protective function by expanding the total orbital volume. The orbital apex, conversely, has no room for expansion. Muscle enlargement posteriorly results in compression of the optic nerve just anterior to the optic canal. Muscle enlargement in the absence of significant proptosis is most likely to promote optic nerve compression. It is essential to check for signs of afferent dysfunction (for example, decreased visual acuity, abnormal colour vision, afferent papillary defect, and abnormal visual fields) even in apparently asymptomatic patients. The process is often bilateral, so visual field testing remains essential even in the absence of an afferent pupillary defect. The most common clinical presentation is gradual onset of central visual loss, a central scotoma, and a normal optic nerve head appearance in a patient with mild to moderate proptosis.

If the clinical examination reveals afferent dysfunction, an orbital CT scan (without contrast) should be obtained in a timely fashion. Both axial and direct coronal views should be obtained to clarify the optic nerve position with respect to the extraocular muscles. Crowding of the optic nerve at the orbital apex is diagnostic.

If optic nerve compression is identified, corticosteroids are used in a temporising fashion until radiation or surgical decompression is performed. High dose steroids (at least 80 mg prednisone) should be initiated immediately. In our experience, if the orbit is acutely inflamed, steroids will result in marked visual improvement within 48 hours. Unfortunately steroids are usually only temporarily effective in treating optic neuropathy and significant side effects preclude long term use.

External beam radiation (20 Gy) is the definitive intervention in the actively inflamed orbit with visual loss as a result of optic nerve compression. If the visual loss has been precipitous the patient should be treated with intravenous corticosteroids and radiation initiated immediately to prevent permanent visual dysfunction. External beam is also effective in patients who have undergone orbital decompression but have not achieved complete resolution of the optic nerve impairment.

Radiation is contraindicated in diabetics and children owing to the increased risk of radiation retinopathy. External beam radiation causes temporary ocular irritation and exacerbates soft tissue inflammation from approximately 2 weeks following therapy and continuing for at least 24–36 weeks. Oral corticosteroids should, therefore, be continued during the course of radiation.

---

**Table 1** Benefits of external beam radiation for thyroid orbitopathy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits of external beam radiation for thyroid orbitopathy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Directly treats the inflammation of thyroid orbitopathy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Can be utilised in the active phase of disease when surgery is not a good option</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Minimises congestion, ache, injection and periorbital oedema</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decreases proptosis and dysmaturation caused by acute inflammation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alleviates visual dysfunction caused by acute optic nerve compression</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The risks of general anaesthesia are eliminated</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No bruising, swelling, or discomfort</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hospitalisation not required</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Safe with minimal side effects in non-diabetic adults</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and tapered slowly over 3 months. If vision deteriorates despite corticosteroids and radiation treatment, surgical decompression is warranted. Conversely, if visual status is only temporarily improved with surgical decompression, external beam radiation should be performed.

Conclusions

External beam radiation is a safe and effective intervention in non-diabetic adults with acute congestive dysthyroid orbitopathy. Appropriate patient selection is essential. Orbital inflammatory signs and symptoms are eliminated within weeks of the therapy when radiation is combined with oral corticosteroids. Optic nerve compression is alleviated within 1 month. Only corticosteroids, with their significant side effects, provide a similar direct intervention in the acute disease process.

Clinical studies have consistently demonstrated that radiation, especially in combination with oral prednisone, is effective at decreasing soft tissue signs and symptoms due to inflammation. Radiation is also widely used for treatment of visual loss in patients with actively inflamed orbits. Proptosis and dysmotility are inconsistently improved with radiotherapy; external beam radiation should not be used for these indications where chronic fibrosis is probable.

A large multicentre trial is needed to confirm the clinical impression that radiation can minimise the active inflammatory phase in moderate to severely affected patients with TO. We are currently evaluating the long term outcome of thyroid associated optic nerve compression treated with radiation versus orbital decompression.
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Thyroid orbitopathy (TO) is an autoimmune disorder characterised by eyelid swelling and retraction, proptosis, restrictive motility disturbances and, in severe cases, compression of the optic nerve. TO can precede, coincide, or follow Graves’t thyroid disease. The exact cause of TO remains unclear, but the pathophysiological mechanism is understood. Activated lymphocytes infiltrate the orbital tissues and stimulate fibroblasts within the orbit to generate highly hydrophilic glycosaminoglycans, which cause swelling of the extraocular muscles and peribulbar connective tissues (for example, fat). The bony confines of the orbit allow minimal expansion of the orbital contents, thus they are pushed forward as much as the rigidity of the orbital septum permits. The optic nerve then becomes compressed either directly by enlarged muscles or as a consequence of raised intraorbital pressure. Swelling and stretching of the extraocular muscles cause inability to relax and subsequent restriction of gaze in the contralateral direction of the enlarged muscle. Similarly, involvement of the levator palpebrar and of the lower lid retractors result in eyelid retraction. Secondary changes as a result of activation of orbital fibroblasts are formation of fibrotic tissues within the fibrous structure of the orbit causing those alterations to become permanent. Primary and secondary changes can be found in the same tissue biopsy.
The rationale for radiotherapy in thyroid eye disease is the high sensitivity of lymphocytes and fibroblasts to ionising radiation.\(^9\) Radiotherapy was first used in the 1940s to irradiate the pituitary gland in patients with thyroid eye disease, as it was thought that pituitary hormonal factors caused exophthalmos.\(^4\) Only patients who had received inadvertent orbital irradiation, as a consequence of badly collimated beams, improved.\(^6\) Thus treatment evolved to selective irradiation of the retrobulbar structures.

The results of a recent questionnaire, sent to 1348 institutes, reveal that radiotherapy remains a well accepted and frequently used treatment for TO.\(^1\) Radiotherapy for TO is applied using a megavoltage linear accelerator that delivers a high energy, low scattered, well collimated beam, and the treatment is given as 8–10 daily fractions of 2 Gy over a period of 2 weeks.\(^7\) Radiotherapy is contraindicated in patients with diabetes mellitus because of the risk of induction or aggravation of retinopathy.\(^8\) The major advantage of the radiation treatment is the lack of complications. However, the question remains “Is it really effective?”

There are several factors hampering proper evaluation of treatment results in patients with TO:

- TO is a self limiting disease that passes through several phases: progressive deterioration (active phase of the disease), plateau, partial improvement, burnt out phase.\(^9\) The length of these phases can be extremely variable
- The expression of TO is also extremely variable; many features are not consistently present
- Objective assessment criteria are lacking or vary\(^10\) (for example, type of exophthalmometer used)
- Factors such as thyroid status,\(^11\) smoking habits,\(^12\) concomitant diabetes mellitus,\(^13\) and age may influence the natural history and become confounding variables in comparative studies.

It is within this framework that we have to judge studies on the efficacy of retrobulbar irradiation.

Donaldson et al.\(^14\) in 1973, were the first to describe the results of 10 fractions of 200 rads delivered by a 4.8 meV linear accelerator. Of 23 patients with TO, seven had a marked improvement in major symptoms and signs and eight a good response, while worsening of the opthalmopathy did not occur. Decrease in eyelid and conjunctiva swelling was noted together with decrease in proptosis. Improvement in ocular movement was rare. The authors considered severe visual acuity loss not a contraindication for radiotherapy. The best results were found in patients, in whom irradiation was given shortly after the onset of eye symptoms. Additionally, patients who had not responded to oral steroids improved after radiotherapy. Bartalena et al.\(^15\) compared orbital cobalt irradiation plus oral steroids with oral steroids alone and found a better response in patients who had received the combined treatment. Similar results have been described by many others.\(^16\) All of them stressing the point that patients in the active phase of their TO respond better than patients with longstanding and burnt out orbitopathy. In general, these studies showed an improvement in two thirds of the patients. The best response was seen in eyelid swelling, modest improvement occurred in ocular motility and visual acuity, and there was little effect on proptosis.\(^17\) These studies were retrospective and not randomised. Some patients had abnormal thyroid function, many had been treated or were being treated with corticosteroids at the time of the study, the interval between start of treatment and assessment of treatment outcome was variable, and the methods of assessment were variable and poorly described. These factors may explain the differences in outcomes. One aspect is consistent in all these studies—a considerable number of patients needed additional surgery after “successful” radiotherapy.

Prummel et al.\(^18\) were the first to deliver evidence based data for the efficacy of radiotherapy in TO by performing a prospective, randomised study in which 28 patients received radiotherapy plus a placebo and 28 sham irradiation plus oral prednisone. Strict inclusion and exclusion criteria were used, a fixed interval between start of treatment and of assessment of treatment result was defined, and the methods of clinical assessment and outcome were standardised. The responses to prednisone (14/28; 50%) and to radiotherapy (13/28; 47%) were similar. Improvements were seen in soft tissue involvement and in ocular motility, but not in proptosis. Changes in visual acuity did not occur; however, patients with reduced vision were excluded from the study. Prummel et al concluded that radiotherapy was the treatment of choice for patients with severely TO because of the absence of complications after radiotherapy and frequently occurring side effects of prednisone. One of the drawbacks of this study was that it compared the efficacy of radiotherapy with prednisone, which has never been tested for efficacy against a placebo. There is circumstantial evidence of the efficacy of corticosteroids from a prospective, randomised, masked clinical trial that compared treatment with prednisone to treatment with cyclosporine in patients with severe TO.\(^19\) After a period of 12 weeks, 61% of the prednisone treated versus 22% of the cyclosporine treated patients responded to therapy (p = 0.018). Assuming that cyclosporine has no detrimental effect, this study shows that prednisone is efficacious. When radiotherapy is as effective as prednisone, radiation can then be regarded as efficacious.

In a rigorously controlled randomised clinical trial using patients with moderately severe orbitopathy, we compared radiotherapy with sham irradiation and could not demonstrate improvement in soft tissue signs, proptosis, or ocular motility.\(^20\) Seventy five per cent of the irradiated patients required additional strabismus surgery. The study design excluded patients with severe eye disease such as patients with optic nerve compression, and therefore the efficacy of radiotherapy remains unclear in this subgroup. The potential ability of radiotherapy (or of corticosteroids) is to reduce the period of disease activity in TO and to allow rehabilitative surgery more quickly after the onset of the disease. As reliable parameters for the assessment of disease activity are controversial such a study is difficult to undertake at present. Our study, using the clinical activity score as index of disease activity,\(^21\) showed
a more rapid fall of disease activity after radiotherapy than after sham irradiation.

In conclusion, with the introduction of more advanced, evidence-based clinical trials, the initial enthusiasm about the efficacy of radiation for TO has been replaced by scepticism. At present, orbital radiotherapy remains useful in the treatment of a select number of patients with TO, but overall its place in management is uncertain.
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Despite extensive research, thyroid orbitopathy remains a problematic disease. Until recently, there has been little understanding of the pathophysiology of such a common, long-standing, ongoing autoimmune disease. Thyroid orbitopathy has a broad range of clinical manifestations and a highly variable natural history. Figure 1 shows a patient with acute onset, severe thyroid orbitopathy who had significant corneal exposure and required urgent levator resections to protect the corneas. She was treated with oral prednisolone followed by orbital irradiation. Over a period of some months, the signs of acute inflammation settled, and eyelid and conjunctival swelling diminished (Fig 2). Was this due to the irradiation, the prednisolone, a combination of

Figure 1 A 40 year old woman with acute onset moderately severe thyroid orbitopathy, whose main problem was corneal exposure.
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The two, or merely the natural history of the disease? We do not know.

There are no really effective treatments and current treatments rely on systemic immunosuppression, orbital irradiation, and surgery to relieve the mechanical effects of the disease such as optic nerve compression, proptosis, strabismus, and lid retraction and swelling. Future therapies aimed at the molecular and immunological basis of the disease are more likely to be of benefit. A key component of such therapy will be the ability to detect the disease at its earliest stage or detect a predisposition to develop thyroid orbitopathy. Until that day, we are reliant on immunosuppression, irradiation, and surgery.

Orbital irradiation for thyroid orbitopathy has a relatively long history. Like many therapies in medicine, its use has been based on slender evidence. There are divergent views on its efficacy, but as indicated in Maarten Mourits’s review, it remains widely used. This probably says more about the lack of any effective alternative treatments than the effectiveness of orbital irradiation.

If evidence based criteria are used, the evidence for a positive effect from orbital irradiation in thyroid orbitopathy is very limited. There are no good studies of its effectiveness in those patients with the most severe forms of thyroid orbitopathy with optic neuropathy. Radiotherapy has little if any effect on proptosis. The evidence of its efficacy in soft tissue signs is conflicting. There is a marginal benefit in ocular motility. Despite this, radiotherapy has its strong advocates and many of us who remain sceptical about its effectiveness still use it at times because of the lack of other safe therapies in patients whose eyes and lives are ruined by this disease.

As the guest experts point out, there is room for more studies on the role of radiotherapy, alone or in combination with other treatments. As radiotherapy seems to be most effective early in the course of thyroid eye disease, it would be helpful if the onset of disease could be detected earlier, and predictors of its severity and time course could be identified. This might allow for earlier treatment, which may also prove more effective. It is to be hoped, however, that novel forms of therapy aimed at the molecular basis of the disease will overtake such efforts and make orbital irradiation and this type of discussion redundant.

**ADDENDUM**

Since the manuscripts for this series were prepared, an important study examining the effectiveness of radiotherapy in thyroid orbitopathy has been published. Gorman et al reported on the results of a prospective, randomised, internally controlled, double blind clinical trial evaluating the effectiveness of 20 Gy external beam irradiation to one orbit. They reported no clinically or statistically significant difference between the treated and untreated orbit at 6 months, and a marginal reduction in proptosis and muscle volume at 12 months, which may have been the result of natural remission or radiotherapy. Although this study has been criticised for including many patients whose disease had been present for over 6 months, it does provide further evidence of the limited value of radiotherapy for this disease. As stated above, a study looking at radiation given in the early months of the disease would be helpful in establishing which patients, if any, would benefit.
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